WP-CM2S10
Can-Am Commander / Maverick
Weather Proof 10" Amplified Subwoofer

Tools Needed For Installation
Drill with ¼” Drill bit
Phillips Head Screwdriver
10 MM socket W/Ratchet

T30 Torx driver
Wire Crimpers / Strippers
Panel removal tool
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1). Remove the flat piece of plastic trim above the glove box by pulling straight out toward the grab bar. Then remove
the 2 - 10mm bolts from either side of the glove box, Pull the glove box out, If you have a winch, you will need to unplug
the winch wire harness. (Figure 1 & 2)
2). Attach the metal mounting bracket to the bottom of the enclosure using the hardware provided. (Figure 3)
3).Remove the woofer. Place the enclosure on the passenger side foot well and lift the box into place, the box will need
to be tilted toward the center of the vehicle and angled into place using a sideways motion, when the enclosure is in
correctly it will sit flush against the left side of the center console and the floor. (Figure 4)
5) Using a utility knife, cut the small plastic bungs off of the glove box, this will allow the glove box to re-install properly.
6) Once the enclosure is in, re-install your glove box to ensure the subwoofer box is in the proper location. You may
need to push the top of the enclosure toward the interior side of the vehicle to get the glove box to slide in. The glove box
will go in at a downward angle and slightly toward the outside of the vehicle. Once the glove box is in and you are
confident of proper fitment, you will mark the mounting holes on the rear of the enclosure and the floorboard bracket, you
may need to "straighten" the enclosure prior to marking the holes. (Figure 6)
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7) After marking all the holes remove the enclosure from the vehicle and drill the holes in the plastic upper
floorboard and the bottom floorboard. (Figure 7 & 8)
8) You can now re-install the subwoofer enclosure in the vehicle, Using the hardware provided mount the
enclosure in the 2 mounting locations.
9) You can now re-mount the subwoofer in the enclosure.
10) Reinstall the glove box.
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The installation of the enclosure portion is now complete, Step 10 begins the wiring
8) Cut the power/ground cable to length, be sure to leave enough wire at the battery location to wire to the battery, strip
back approximately 4 inches of the black tubing to expose the red/black wires inside .
9) Strip back 1/4"-1/2" of wire to make your connections.
10) Crimp the supplied fuse holder onto the end of the RED wire and attach to the battery "+" terminal.
11) Crimp the supplied ring terminal to the BLACK wire and attach to the battery "-" terminal.
12) ) Plug the input connector to the amp out connector from the overhead unit.
Your connections are now complete, refer to the user guide for proper use of the system.
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